
What is Petanque?
Petanque (pronounced pay-TONK) is a member of a family of games called boules (pronounced BOOL) in which the objective is 
to throw or roll heavy balls (also called boules) as close as possible to a small target ball, the jack. These games originated in 
Europe, where they are often played in parks and town squares in cities and villages. 

This family of boules games includes both bocce and petanque. Bocce is a bowling or rolling game played with wooden balls 
about the size of a grapefruit on carefully constructed courts. Petanque is a throwing game played with metal balls about the 
size of a baseball, and can be played even in rough and “wild” spaces — if they are open and relatively flat.

Equipment — 12 metal boules, a small wooden target ball (the jack), a plastic throwing circle about 20 inches in diameter

The target — A game starts by picking a spot, putting down the circle, standing in the circle, and throwing the jack six to ten 
meters from the edge of the circle.

Throwing the boules — Petanque means “anchored feet”. The thrower stands inside the throwing circle with both feet on the 
ground. The feet don’t have to be flat on the ground (it's OK to squat on the balls of your feet), but both feet must stay 
touching the ground until the thrown boule hits the ground.

Holding the point — After a boule is thrown, the team with the boule closest to the jack is said to be “holding the point”.

Which team throws — A team throws its boules until (a) they are holding the point (have the boule closest to the jack) or (b) 
they have thrown all of their boules. At that point, they turn over the “serve” to the opposing team.

Four Ways to Get the Point
• Throw a boule that stops closer to the target jack than the opponent’s best boule
• Throw a boule that hits the opponent’s best boule, knocking it away and leaving one of your own boules closest to the jack
• Throw a boule that strikes a teammate’s boule, moving it closest to the jack
• Throw a boule that hits and moves the jack to a new location where one of your boules is closest

Number of Boules and Throwing Order
• In triples, each team has 3 players and each player throws 2 boules.
• In doubles, each team has 2 players and each player throws 3 boules.
• In singles, each team has 1 player and each player throws 3 boules.
• Any member of the team that is not holding the point may throw next, but no player may throw more than his allocated 

number of boules.

Scoring
• A game consists of a series of “frames”.
• Points are scored at the completion of each frame. Only one team scores at the end of each frame.
• At the completion of a frame, the team with the boule closest to the jack is the winner, and is awarded one point for every 

boule which is closer to the jack than the opponent’s best boule. One to six points may be allocated.
• There are a few (relatively rare) occasions (e.g. when the two closest balls are equidistant from, or even touching, the 

jack) when a frame will be ruled “null” and no points are awarded.
• The first team to accumulate 13 points wins.

Starting the game — Pick teams. Flip a coin. The team that wins the coin toss selects the terrain and places the throwing 
circle on the ground.

Steps in each frame
• A member of the team that won the coin toss (or the previous frame) steps into the circle and throws the jack 6m to 10m 

from the circle’s edge.
• He (or some other member of his team) then throws the first boule as close to the jack as possible. At that point, since 

they are now “holding the point”, the winning team turns over the privilege of throwing to the opposing team.
• A player from the other team steps into the circle and throws, attempting to hold the point.
• The team not holding the point throws until either they are holding or have run out of boules.
• When all 12 boules have been played the frame is complete. The team with the boule closest to the jack is the winner of 

the frame. Points are allocated.
• At that point, if one of the teams has accumulated at least 13 points, that team wins the game. If neither team has yet 

accumulated 13 points, then the team that won the frame places the throwing circle around the position occupied by the 
jack, the jack and the boules are picked up and toweled off, and a new frame starts. 
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